In the Eihō the temple burned
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ACROSS
1. What a jovial garden party, and this sweet --- gives it such a wonderful scent.
5. A new ---- allows manufacturers to produce warmer, lighter sweaters.
7. It was hard to get drinks out of the awkward bar fridge, so they tried to ensure the
most popular beers were on ---.
8. Who should have the last pound of flour? --- who will pay the most.
9. what should we sacrifice to avoid this scandal? ----- our ties to the party.
10. I always wanted a little house on the ---.
12. I’m putting on my ---- out clothes for the gym.
14. Just --- the ball under the seat while we go and have lunch.
15. It rained, now the river is ------- the lake.
18. when I fought in the war of independence we sure weren’t Marxists - it was quite a
different ---.
19. the new campus incorporated eco-friendly architecture: visually it was all concrete
and -----.
22. I like the second most expensive lichen more than the ----.
25. If you ----- the stone through the window, you’ll be in trouble.
26. --, I didn’t realize you cared so much.
28. Those are offices overlooking the park, and these --- houses.

DOWN
1. Does it have too much curry -----? I could put in more coconut cream.
2. we saw the girl you inspired --- in, reading eagerly over her lunch.
3. He doesn’t have many friends over; he’s a bit of a -----.
4. We are travelling --- today, but tomorrow we will rest.
6. This house must be old; the chimney is -------.
7. There are fifty campavan spaces, but you should try to set up near the -----.
10. All that remained of the town after the Vikings had passed was its ----, spread far
and wide.
11. He didn’t want to shave, but finally his ----- forced him to.
13. He used to be moderately appealing, but since the fire he’s a ----.
15. To those of another generation these ----- are apparently hilarious, but to me they
are unintelligible.
16. Brandt’s yacht has been located again, he is ---- of the group, but moving fast
towards the bay.
17. You can tell well-nourished children from the way they ----.
20. ---- the steak to stop it drying out.
23. If the walk doesn’t appeal to her, how can --- run?
27. Tom and i both liked the upstairs, but -- didn’t think much of the kitchen.

